
 
How many 3 digit multiples of 9 consist of

only odd digits
The Sun of the digits must be a multiple of 9

Suppose one of the digits is a 9 Then the

other two must add to 9 impossible since the

sum of two odd numbers is even or 18 91 9

Hence 999 is the only possible number including 9

Suppose one of the digits is a 7 Then the
other two must add to 2 Itt or 11 impossible
since sum of two odd numbers can't be odd as

above Hence 117 171 711 are the only possible
numbers including 7

Suppose one of the digits is a 5 Then the other

two must add to 4 1 3 o 13 odd not

possible Hence the 3 6 arrangements of the
digits 1,3 s are the only possible numbers including 5

Suppose one of the digits is a 3 Then the
other two must add to 6 1 5 already done o

31 3 or 15 impossible Hence the only number
including a 3 that we haven't counted already is



333

Suppose one of the digits is a 1 Then the

other two must add to 8 3 5 already done
or 17 impossible

Hence the answer is It 3 t G t I 11



n a 6 6 grid of numbers

i all the numbers in the top row and leftmost

column are the same

ii each other number is the sum of the number
above it and the number to the left of it

Cii the number in the bottom right corner is 2016

What are the possible numbers in the top left
corner

K K x x x x

x 2x 3x 4k Soc Ga

x 3N Gx 10x 15k 21st

x Usc lose 20 35 56 u

x 5k 15 35 70 126 e

se 6 21 56 126 2016

So 2016 2 126 c

252K

x 8



All the telephone numbers in Georgetown have 6

digits and each of them begins with the digits
81 Kale finds the scrap of paper shown with

part of Jenny's telephone number on it How many
different possibilities are there for Jenny's
telephone number

There are three potential cases

8101 Ky x y C 0 93

818101

81018 2 2 C 0 9

811018
3ut case is just a subset of case

let 1 8 We disregard case in order not

to count those numbers twice

So the number of possibilities is

10 10 t l t l 102



The diagram shows an equilateral triangle ABC

and two squares AWXB and AYZC

Prove that DAX2 is equilateral

2 Suppose square ACZY has side length
r Since SABC is equilateral the

r
Square A Btw also has side length r

T
C r A By Pythagoras

AZ AX r r
r

r
AZ AX rrz

A r w

since SABC is equilateral we have LCA13 600

Since the diagonals of a square bisect its angles
we have



L CAZ L BAX 450

Also
ZAB L BAC L ZAC

GO 45
r

l

and LZAX L 2 AB t L BAX

60 45 t 45

600

Since AX AZ we have

LAZY LAX Z 180 L 2 AX

180 60

600

So SAZX has three 600 angles and is

therefore equilateral



Dean wishes to place the positive integers 1,2 9

in the cells of a 3 3 grid so that

i there is exactly one number in each cell
ii the product of the numbers in each row is a

multiple of 4
iii the product of the numbers in each column
is a multiple of 4

Is this possible
4 and 8 are multiples of 4 and we can

create a multiple of 4 by placing 2 and 6 in

the same line since 2 6 2 2 3 4 3

To maximise the coverage ensure that the 4

and 8 are placed in different rows and columns

So each number will create a multiple of 4 in

exactly 1 row and I column

T
So we have 1 row and I column remaining which

doit yet contain a multiple of 4

Suppose that the remaining numbers can be placed

so that both of these lines have products which



are multiples of 4 Since the only way to
create a multiple of 4 is to place both the
2 and the 6 in the same line the remaining
row and column must both contain the 2

and the 6 But since the intersection between
these lines is only one square this is

impossible

So Dean's task cannot be done



The diagram shows two regular heptagons ABCDEFG

and APQRSTU The vertex P lies on the side

AB and U lies on the side GA Q lies on 013

where 0 is the centre of the larger heptagon

Prove that AB 2 AP

Let LAPQ Then LBPQ 180 ar

Also LCBP a both are an interior angle

of a regular heptagon

So LPBQ LPBO since B Q 0 collinear

q
2

By angle sum of a triangle we have

LBQP 180 LBPQ LPBQ



180 180 d Iz
I
2

Since LBQP LPBQ we have BP QP

But QP is a side of the smaller heptagon
so QP AP and therefore BP AP

So we have AB AP t BP

ZAP

as required


